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Track 2

Junction Fifty-One

(Luke & Company)

Cue - Nebula: Then we'll have to make an emergency crash landing. Qwerty, hold on to your nuts and bolts, and set a course for Junction Fifty-One!

[If using a live pianist, start XTRA Track 2 here.]


(Luke & Company)

Ada: Well get the docking bay open!
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And smarten yourself up, Luke — it's show time!

When you're light-years away,
seeking somewhere to stay,
wind your wondering way
Optional harmony

Dm7  Bb/D  Em7(5)  F  D7/F#

30

to where we're calling.

ALL

33

Gm  ALL  D/F#  Gm/F

If you're losing acceleration, set a course for our constellation.

(lower note optional harmony)

C/E  Cm7  Bb/D

36

We've got all that you need and we're waiting for you!

39

D  G

As we race around the u
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- ni-verse, there's a place we want___ to be!___ It's a

home from home for those who roam___ across ___ the ga-la-xy!

With the warm-est wel-come wait-ing there, it's a

gold-en guaran-tee!___ There's a place in___ space for ev'-ry -

gold-en guaran-tee!___ There's a place in___ space for ev'-ry -
like a shimmering star... you’ll see us shining!

Take the intergalactic highway, take a turn and you're heading my way!

Take a break from the road for a moment or two!

As we race around the universe, there’s a place we want to be!

It’s a home from home for those
who roam across the galaxy! With the warmest welcome waiting there, it's a golden guarantee! There's a place in space for everyone—Junction Fifty... place in space for everyone—Junction Fifty...

One day, out there is where you'll find me, leave this satellite far...

be behind me, I'll be surfing the stars! I'll be walking the sky!
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S. O. S., a distress I'm sending,

need adventure that's never ending,

watching life passing by...

race around the universe, there's a place we want to be!

It's a home from home for those who roam across
Junction Fifty-One

With the warmest welcome waiting there, it's a golden guarantee! There's a place in space for everyone –

Optional harmony

You are welcome to come, we will take anyone!

GROUP 1 (small notes optional)
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You are welcome to come, we will take anyone!
You are welcome to come,

Junction Fifty-One!

we will take anyone!
You are welcome to come, we will take anyone!

Junction Fifty-One!

ADA: It's our home in the stars!
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Track 27
Space Trip
(Zak & Crew)

Cue - All: Cup holders? Wow!
Zak: Why this ship is enigmatic!

\( \text{If using a live pianist, play XTRA Track 4 at bar 79, as indicated.} \)

Zak: It's aerobatic!
It's part-aquatic!

Why, it's the Millennium Penguin!
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Pack your bags, come and jump on board 'cause I'm

revving the engine and ready to roll!

on a mission, the captain is in control!

Destination a million miles away...

(Crew may optionally sing harmony here.)
now we're on our way!

We're going on a Space Trip!

Shine like a shooting star, we're having a ball! We're on a Space Trip!

Blazing a trail so far.
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Space Trip!

we're giving our all! We're on a Space Trip!

ALL

Wonder just where we are, but we know we know we'll

never, ever stop till the end of the road!

ne\(\text{v}_7\), ev\(\text{e}_7\) stop\(\text{d}_7\) till the end of the road!
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Hit the track, there's no turning back so let's get into gear, get the show on the road. Take a flight at the speed of light with our senses on overload!

Destination a million miles away...
Radio DJ Voiceover: Here's your rush-hour traffic update, folks! We've got a space jam on Intergalactic Highway 3 with tailbacks all the way to Junction 51. It's booster to booster out there, folks, but

[If using a live pianist, start XTRA Track 4 here.]
drivers are urged to sit tight and stay calm - I said stay calm...

(shouting) stay calm!

Destination a million miles away...

Celebration for now we're on our way!

GROUP 1
Space Trip

Space Trip!

100 G7 C Em7 Ebm7(5)
We're going on a Space Trip!

103 Dm7 F/G G7 C
We're having a ball! We're on a Space Trip!

106 Em7 Ebm7(5) Dm7 F/G G7
Blazing a trail so far we're giving our all! We're on a

109 C GROUP 2 C/Bb F
Space Trip!

GROUP 1

Space Trip! Wonder just where we are, but we know
we know we'll never, ever stop!
till the end of the road!

No we'll never, ever,

never, never, never...
stop till the end of the road...

Space Trip!
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